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Fencing Range



*  When the fence is installed and maintained according to COLORBOND® steel and LYSAGHT® Fence 
Installation Guides. Conditions apply visit www.lysaght.com.

Built to last – Designed to Australian Standards, fully engineered and 
wind pressure tested to Australian wind loading standards in our NATA 
accredited facility, LYSAGHT® steel fences combine a unique post and 
rail system with hi-tensile 0.35mm (bmt) (or 0.42mm bmt in cyclonic wind 
region D) steel sheets to produce one of the strongest steel boundary 
fences on the market.

Proven in Australia – Because your LYSAGHT® steel fence is guaranteed 
to be manufactured using genuine COLORBOND® steel, the only pre-
painted steel fencing material with over 40 years of proven performance in 
Australia’s harsh conditions, you can be confident that your new fence will 
be a secure, strong and beautiful addition to your home.

Backed by a real warranty – A LYSAGHT® steel fence gives you 
real peace of mind. Not only do we offer a material warranty backed 
by one of Australia’s leading manufacturers - BlueScope Steel, but our 
comprehensive product testing has enabled us to offer a 10 year structural 
warranty for all regions in Australia.*

Market leading innovation

With over 35 years experience designing and manufacturing steel fence 
systems for Australian homes it’s not surprising that BlueScope Lysaght 
is once again leading the way with the introduction of a revolutionary 
patented 4 sheet per panel system, plus a bold new fence style to give 
homeowners even more options. 

Boundary fences are one of the most visible features of many 
homes – and also one of the most exposed to the elements. 
That’s why the fence you choose needs to be attractive, 
strong and designed to last.

Choose a LYSAGHT® steel fence from BlueScope Lysaght and you 
can be confident that our 35 years of steel fencing experience will 
ensure you get a fence that will not only look great when you install 
it but will give you peace of mind for years to come.

Your LYSAGHT® steel fence is;

Designed for style – LYSAGHT® steel fences are available 
in a range of styles and colours to suit every Australian home. 
Complemented by a range of accessories you can be confident  
of finding the perfect fence for your home.

Why a LYSAGHT® steel fence?



*   Applicability of the 4 panel system is determined by your location including the wind region and 
terrain category. Refer to our LYSAGHT® Fence Installation Guides available for download at 
lysaght.com for more information.

Not all steel fences are the same

Added to this BlueScope Lysaght has now published design and 
installation information for the use of LYSAGHT® steel fencing in 
cyclonic regions.

4 sheets per panel – engineered for greater flexibility

BlueScope Lysaght has transformed the way the market looks at 
steel fencing. Through a rigorous development and testing regime  
we have developed a new approach to fencing that uses four sheets 
per panel instead of the traditional three.

Available for use in non-cyclonic areas* this patented design break-
through delivers benefits to both the homeowner and installer. With 
four COLORBOND® steel sheets per panel (instead of the traditional 
three), each panel is 33% wider giving a more attractive fence with 
longer uninterrupted runs. Fewer panels are required for any given 
length of fence meaning fewer post holes to be dug and therefore 
faster installation. 

Strong lines, the toughest fence yet – SPANSCREEN®

SPANSCREEN® steel fencing is the latest in the LYSAGHT® fencing 
range and represents yet another contemporary design option for 
homeowners.

With a bold trapezoidal profile this tough new fence style is set to  
become a favourite in backyards across Australia.

With a similar appearance from both sides, and potentially lower 
installation costs, both you and your neighbour will be happy with  
this exciting new fence design.

Fencing options for cyclonic regions

Through an extensive program of wind pressure testing at our own 
NATA accredited research facility, BlueScope Lysaght has been able to 
significantly improve the design of footings for different wind terrains  
and soil categories.

As a result BlueScope Lysaght is now able to publish detailed design  
and installation information meaning LYSAGHT® steel fencing can now  
be confidently installed in all regions of Australia, including cyclonic 
region D areas.

These design and installation guides are available for download 
at www.lysaght.com



Modular LYSAGHT NEETASCREEN® steel fencing is one of the 
most economical and durable fencing systems you can buy.

Our original fence design and still popular decades later, the vertical 

ribbed panels made from 100% Australian COLORBOND® steel provide 

strength and good looks that last and last.

•  Posts, rails and panels are available in a range of COLORBOND® steel 

colours to allow mix and match combinations

• Total component system means quick and simple installation

• 100% termite and rot resistant

• May be stepped or raked on sloping ground

•  Available in 1500mm, 1800mm & 2100mm panel heights 

(2100mm not available in cyclonic regions or 4 sheet panel option) 

NEETASCREEN® 

the most popular steel fence design



With COLORBOND® steel infill sheets in the classic LYSAGHT 
MINI ORB® profile you’ve got an eye catching fence capable of 
enhancing any property.

Create a steel fence with a stylish appearance that is at home in any 

setting – the distinctive fluting of infill panels framed by striking posts 

and rails combine to provide a truly attractive yet durable fence.

• Post, rail and panel colours allow mix and match combinations

• 100% termite and rot resistant

• May be stepped or raked on sloping ground

•  Available in 1500mm, 1800mm & 2100mm panel heights 

(Not available in cyclonic regions or 4 sheet panel option) 

• Centre rail visible on one side of the fence

MINISCREEN® 

steel fencing with exceptional style



LYSAGHT SMARTASCREEN® fencing keeps neighbours happy 
with its unique profile giving the same stylish look no matter 
which side of the fence you are on. Its clean, attractive lines have 
a subtle, textured finish that looks right at home in any setting. 

SMARTASCREEN® is a favourite with property owners and installers 

because of its timeless, low maintenance design backed by the durability 

you’d expect from one of Australia’s leading manufacturers.

• Neighbour friendly – the same attractive look on both sides

• Available in a range of COLORBOND® steel colours

• Provides security and privacy to your home

• 100% termite and rot resistant

• May be stepped or raked on sloping ground

•  Available in 1500mm, 1800mm & 2100mm panel heights 

(Not available in cyclonic regions. 2100mm not available in 4 sheet panel option) 

SMARTASCREEN® 

neighbour friendly on both sides



The new LYSAGHT SPANSCREEN® steel fence, featuring a deep 
trapezoidal profile, is our boldest, most contemporary style to date. 

Designed to complement any style of Australian home this new 

fence style is available in a selected range of our most popular 

COLORBOND® steel colours, plus an exciting new colour Silverleaf™, 

specifically developed to highlight the SPANSCREEN® fence profile.

The unique profile has a similar appearance from both sides, so 

choosing a LYSAGHT SPANSCREEN® steel fence means that you and 

your neighbour will both be happy with the look of your new fence. 

Added to all this, the unique shape of the LYSAGHT SPANSCREEN® 

fence is our toughest and most durable steel design ensuring peace of 

mind for years to come.

SPANSCREEN® 

contemporary style that makes a statement



Personalised to your home

And if you’re looking for a fence that makes even more of a 
style statement for your property, you can do it with popular 
LYSAGHT® PLUS options. 

Once you’ve selected the style and colour combination best suited 

to your property, why not add a matching or contrasting PLUS option 

lattice, with elegant ball caps for the finishing touches?

PLUS options vary from region to region, so check with your distributor 

for local availability. And while you’re checking, don’t forget to enquire 

about our matching gate options. You’ll be glad you did.

Choosing a new fence is a great opportunity to highlight or 
complement your home and garden’s best features with colours 
and profiles that will look great in any season. 

Discover how a LYSAGHT® steel fence can provide more than just 

privacy and security. Mix and match colours for infill panels, posts and 

rails to achieve the effect you want. 

Whether your block is level or sloping you can achieve an attractive 

outcome, because LYSAGHT® classic steel fence panels can be 

stepped or raked to follow the contours of the ground with clean  

lines that look great from any angle. 



Benefits at a glance

• Available in a wide variety of popular contemporary colours and styles

• Available with matching accessories – lattice, gates and ball caps†

• Suitable for use in cyclonic regions

• Backed by one of Australia’s largest companies – BlueScope Steel

*When it is installed and maintained in accordance with 
our specifications, your fence is protected by the exclusive 
LYSAGHT® 10 year warranty for structural integrity and 
the COLORBOND® steel fence warranty for material 
performance. Full terms and conditions available at our 
website www.lysaght.com. Installation and maintenance 
instructions are available free on request from any 
BlueScope Lysaght office, distributor or from our website. 
LYSAGHT® steel fencing should not be used within one 
kilometre of the ocean or within the splash zone of salt 
water or chlorine swimming pools. † Availability varies 
from region to region. Discuss with your local distributor.

Install a LYSAGHT® steel fence and you’re investing in the peace of 
mind that comes from these benefits:

• 35 years steel fencing experience

•  Unique patented 4 sheet panel design option - longer uninterrupted  
runs and faster installation

•  LYSAGHT® steel fence infill sheets are manufactured from hi-tensile 
0.35mm bmt steel (or 0.42mm bmt in cyclonic wind region D)

• Designed to Australian Standards

•  Fully engineered and wind pressure tested to Australian wind  
loading standards

• 100% Australian-made for Australian conditions

• Manufactured from COLORBOND® steel

•  Protected by a 10 year material and structural warranty*



Made using COLORBOND® steel

•  Low maintenance – an occasional hose or wipe down and removal 

of any debris is all that’s required to maintain your fence

•  Laser engraved with the COLORBOND® steel logo

• COLORBOND® steel is a 100% recyclable material

Please Note: The colorbond® steel colours shown have been reproduced to represent actual 
product colours as accurately as possible. However, we recommend checking your chosen 
colour against an actual sample of the product before purchasing, as varying light conditions 
and limitations of the printing process affect colour tones. Not all colours available in all 
profiles. Please check with your local BlueScope Lysaght branch or LYSAGHT® steel 
fencing supplier for colour availability in your area.

*MINISCREEN® and †SPANSCREEN® fencing available in these colours only.

Your Australian-made LYSAGHT® steel fence is manufactured 
using genuine COLORBOND® steel from one of Australia’s 
largest manufacturers, BlueScope Steel. You get peace of mind 
knowing your fence is made from steel developed for Australian 
conditions.

•  Available in 15 designer colours to complement and enhance your 

home and landscape

•  New improved Super Polyester pre-painted coating technology  

keeps your fence looking newer for longer

•  COLORBOND® steel is the only pre-painted fencing material with over  

40 years of proven performance in Australia’s harsh conditions

•  Non-combustible and fire resistant 

•  100% termite and rot resistant 



Colours to suit your home

Bluestone® Grey Ridge®*† Hedge® Estate®

Riversand®* Harvest® Evergreen® Teatree®

Willow®* Meadow® Terrace® † Domain®*†

Summershade® Red Oak® Silverleaf™† Eclipse® (Available in post & rail only)



Please check the latest information, which is always available at: 

www.lysaght.com or call 1800 641 417
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LYSAGHT, COLORBOND, MiNiSCREEN, NEETASCREEN, SMARTASCREEN, SPANSCREEN, ® colour names and BlueScope 
are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. ™ colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited, ABN 
16 000 011 058.


